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Sa—alre — Pea etudes de» collisions photon-photon sont rev a avec una 
attention perticuliere domtee BOX reaulcats nouveaux presen - 9 eette 
conference. Ceux-cl lncluent des reaulcate tur la sptctrotopie dea mesons 
legers et aur la diffusion inelascique ptofonde electron-photon. Un 
travail considerable a ttt Juaqu'l nalntenant accompli aur la nroductlon 
de rfsonances dans las collisions rr. 

Das etudes prellminalrcB, de grandes atatlstlquea, de la . Miction da 
structure du photon FjfOt.Q2) sont presentees ec des cemmeatalres sont 
falcs sur les problen.es qu'll reste S resoudre. 

Abstract — Studies of photon-photon collisions are reviewed with par
ticular emphasis on new results reported to this conference. The -e 
Include results on light meson spectroscopy and deep Inelastic ei scat
tering. Considerable work has now been accumulated on resonance 1"educ
tion by ft collisions. Preliminary high statistics studies of the photon 
structure function Fj(x,qJ) are given and cements are nade OR the 
problems that remain to be solved. 

1. General Remarks - The advent of high-energy high-luminosity e e" storage rings 
has led to productive studies of photon-photon collisions. As shown1 by C. F. 
Velzsaeker and E. J. Vllllams, the electromagnetic field produced by a charge moving 
with relativistic velocity is equivalent to a flux of virtual photons with a charac
teristic spectrum. 

dN /dk - 1/k , 

and with an angular divergence that is quite small for large energies, 

B •» n/E 

(1) 

(2) 
It is Clear that colliding electron beams, auch as those at PEP and FEHtA, have 
associated with then uell-colllmated colliding hems of nearly-real photons. As 
Illustrated la Fig. 1, various final states can be produced by these photon-photon 
collisions; for two real (massless) photons., the state X Is restricted to have even 
charge conjugation and, by Yang's theorem, the spin cannot be J » 1. The latter 
condition ia relaxed if one of the bean electrons Is scattered at a finite angle SO 
that the r of the corresponding photon la not zero. 

Detailed analyses of the kinematics of the process shown in ?is. 1 can be found 
In the literature,' but we note here that Invariant Basses pro- ^ + 

dueed by photon-photon collisions range continuously from 
threshold values up to the maximal allowed by the beam energy 
E D. The differential cross section in s x - m| is determined 
predominantly by the bremstrshlung specu-um noted in (1). 
Roughly, 

do(e -eeXL H)'-k v~,f°«> 
o> 

Fig. Is Illustra
tion of 

„ ,, ee * ee! 
•work supported by the. Department of Energy, contract K-ACO3-76SF0O51S. 

By contrast, the annihilation channel Is characterized by events cion of the process 
that occur at one invariant mass s - 4EJ (Ignoring radiative ee * eeX. 

(Raporteur talk presented at the XXI International Conference on High Energy Physics, 
Perls, France, July 26-31, 1982.) 
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correction*), and the erase Beetles fall* like 1/EJ. The logarltnaa lo fonula i i ) 
arise fro* Integration* over tha phaae aaae* alined tha notion of tha rr eaotar of 
nee*. Mat* that 2 • ln<2 • !,/**> la juat tha length of the rapidity interval avall-
abl« for a atata with •**» a*. The croaa taction for the production of X by two 
raal photon* it O y t * * ^ ' * t t a i m S*ner*lly, If ffCijpqJ.qj) dapanda upon th* a«a»a» 
of tba incident pnecona, than relation (3) aunt be [written la tenia of a turn over 
phutca nallclclaa and hellclty dependene eroaa section*. Aa noted above, however, 
unlet* oaa of tha acattarad bean electron* la detected at a finite antic, anat of 
tha ssiarvtd eveata eetreapsnd to 4 I » « * 0 , and replacing o(*x><,X,a<it' » oC»s,0,0) la not too bad of an approxlaatloa.if) 

The problea for the experlajentellet la to d»«cc tha final etat* X (notice that 
tha n CMS la not at rait In the lab), and to aapante the two-photon produced ttatet 
from fcsckgronnda da* to tha annihilation channel. This latter problen la solved In 
tvo distinct waya, Exclusive aeaaurewnta. In whleh all final atate partlelea are 
detected, ean be lariated fte* the annihilation channel by salting ul» of the klne-
matlee of tha two-photon proeaaa. Eventa are aalecttd that dleplay naaaea 
B ^ « 2 E V and low net transverse amenta relative to the bean |p t("0 (typically 
|ptl < 100 HeV/c). Thia latter property la due to the mall divergence of the equiva
lent photon beano (Eq. (2». Two-photon events can alao be "tagged" by detecting 
one of the outgoing bean electron* at eoall angle* with reapect to tha bean line. 
Both of thaee technlquee have been aucceMfully used to etudy two-ptiaton collltlent. 

The H a t of topic* for which data have been reported In the literature covert 
aoat aspects of strong Interaction physic*. It include*: 

• pj^t Crr-ll) 
• anactroaconvt (rr * |qjq» 
• hadronlc pair production: (mr •• m ) 
• iotal hadronic era** eectlonat 
• hlgh-p t phenoaena: 
— single particle Inclusive distribution* <yy » v.K.ete. + anything) 
— Jet atructure* (yy * qq) 

• deep lnelaatlc B T acatterlng; («T » • + hsdrona) 
— photon etructnre function* 

I have chosen to present in this talk reaulta fron only two of the** arena — apac-
troaeopy (Section 2) and deep Inelastic at ecatterlng - (Section 3). theae are 
exereaaly intereatlng rubiest* and are areaa la which the etudy of photon-photon 
collision* can p i t y aa Important M e la our understanding of the strong Interaction. 
The Boat glaring onltsloo In thle talk, will be the abfence of any discussion of the 
atodles of hlgh-p* phenomena. Ho new icaulta on this topic were reported at this 
conference, and the interested reader 1* referred to the review given at the Bonn 
Conference last year,*1 

2. Spectre«conv 
A. Introduction — The production of a quark-antlquark aeeoa resonance * (spin 1 4 X 
and C - »1 by two real photos* la described by the diagram abown in Fig. 2a. The 
production crotc section la related to tha partial width of the decay proeea* C * Y Y . 

T , . ^ • BW(a) W 

rig. 2; Two-photon production of (a) 
qoark-entlquark hound atatea and (b) 
glue-glue bound atatea. The quaatua 
nunbers of a scete that coaple* to two 
real photons arc shown In the figure. 

' n * » W • < " • * > • 

(a) (I) 

:ZJZ<» 'zaz>» 
tC>+,l,«0.J#t) 
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where BWd) la « appropriate •ralt-tflgner line shape, and the apin faeeer le needed 
elate the partial width la defined Is terns of an average ever the variant possible 
Initial apln atataa In the decay procees. Hence a measurement of the production 
rate for ce*ee)l la alao, by (3) and (*}, a measure of the partial width of R Into 
two photons (If the apln of R la known). 

Knowledge of TR,.,., la of Interest beeauae It la a probe of the |qq> bound-stete 
wave function, 

r|,5>-YT • 7SJ*Tr ' E / KVtHiM.iH1 «3" • «> 

the quark charge la e. (la unite of e) and the matrix element la written for unit 
charge*. The wave functions of bound atatca of light quark* are highly relatlvls-
tlCi and Che problea la ueually approached within the theoretical framework of S U O ) . 
lb* aeeumptlon of nonet symmetry tmpllee that Che overlap Integral la the aane for 
all members of a given anltlplet, ao the ratios of various partial width* are given 
by the quark charge* and nixing angle* derived from B I S * formulae. The partial 
widths of heavy quark resonance* (e.g., the ncC2980)), should be coaputable with the aon-relatlvlatlc potential aodela that are need to describe the appropriate -onlum 
spectrum. Unfortunately, no data exist yet on the two-photon production of any of 
these heavier atataa. 

One of the more Interesting problems in the atudy of the light naeon epectrum 
la to arrive at an understanding of the role played by the purely gluonlc bound 
state* |gg> expected to exist due to the non-Abelean nature of QCD. As noted above, 
the coupling of a resonance te ewe photons is decemined to first order by the charge 
of the constituents that make up the state in quest lor. The coupling of a gluonlc 
bound state to YY proceeds only through the OZI-auppresaed box diagram shown in 
Fig. 2b. Somewhat more generally5 if |R> is a linear combination of |qq> and |gg>, 

|» - cos9 |qq> + sine |gg> (6) 
then we would expect T R ^ Y Y * fcoe9| . By comparison, the production of |R> In a 
"glueeall favored" channel, auch aa the prompt photon decay J/**yR ahoun in Fig. 3, 

(a) (t> 
r\r±r f W f F i 8 " 3 s ** o m P~I > h o t ( , n decaya of an ortha-

g- I j . L — quarkonluo bou d state, for example, 
^i 1 I I I I . S s> H i l l «.=\ 31**1* W glue-glue and (b) quark-''-JjJ^ HlJflp^»i> tutiquark. 

IC'+.l-Oi 
would proceed with rate* « |*ine|2. Naively then, state* that are easily produced 
by photon-photon collisions would aeen ts not be good candldatea for states that are 
predominantly |gg>. 

Four quark resonances |qqqq) are expected to be rather loosely bound and quite 
broad. Theae atatea literally "fall apart" Into pair* of vector particles, 

|qqqq> •» |qq>v + |qq>v . <7) 

If this la the caae, then the vector-oeson-domluttice model of the photon leads one 
quite naturally to look for four-quark states in YY collisions, 6 
t. rseudoscalsr hsaons — Measurements of the TY pertial width of a number of known 
resonances have new been reported in the literature, and la fact, are beginning to 
appear aa standard entries in the Particle Data Group tablea.7 The firat resonance 
to be detected' In photon-photon collision* at e +e" machlnea waa the n'(»58). Along 
with reaulta for the » and n(550) partial uldtho obtained froa Prloakoff production 
experiment*, this provided the complete act of values for the 0"* paeudoacalar multl-
plet given In Table I. The beautiful agreement between the measured width* and those 
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Table I. Radiative Widths of the Faeudo-

% (kev> 
Data Theory*1 

Fractional 
Quark 
Charms 

Integral 
Quark 
Charaea 

*° 7.« » 10-5" Input input 
n 0.324 4 0.04«a 0.390 0.720 
n' 5.8 i 1.1* 

5.0 t O.S° 
5.4 t l.db 

6.1 26 

*Ref. 7 ••Kef. 8 cRef. 9 

expected from SO (3) is probably the 
strongest evidence to dare that quarks 
carry fractional charge.' 

C. Tensor Heaonfl and the a (1650) — 
Measurements of partial widths for the 
2*+ tensor aesons f (1270) and A ^ U I O ) 
nave been on the Barker for some tine 
now, but reported10 at this conference 
la a first measurement for the f'(1515). 
This measurement has been made by study
ing the KE final state. Units are also 
set on the- coupling of the 0(16S0) to 
VY. This latter resonance has been ob
served 1 1 in the prompt-photon decay 
,I/*-»TfB, with the subsequent decay of 
the « into both nn and KK. The produc
tion and decay angular distributions observed in the prompt photon studies somewhat 
favor a JP e • 2** assignment, and so rflscusaloa of this state is included In this 
section. 

Shown in Fig. 4 are the 
spectra obtained by TASSfl10 for the 
two-photon production of K*K- and 
KgitS. The K*K~ events are selected 
to have net p t < 100 Mev/c and the 
kaons have been identified by the 
clme-of-fllght technique. There la 
a clear peak at the position of the 
f'(1515) with few events seen st 
the 3(1650), Some care should be 
taken here since the efficiency of 
the tlme-of-flight identification 
of the kaons falls at the higher 
masses and is eaaentlallyzero at 
ngg - 1.9 GeV/c2. The KgKg spec
trum seen in Fig. 4b (obtained from 
events with four charged prongs 
with net p t « 150 MeV/c) also 
exhibits a peak at the mass of the f'(1515). The partial widths obeainad from these 
two spectra agree with each other within statistical uncertainty, and the TAS80 
group reports, 

40 

5 . 

1 I 1 n — i — r — 
(9) 

-h 1 
i P B * 

.3 I.S 
M IxRl 

1.0 1,2 1.4 1,6 1.6 2.0 
M IKK) « • 

Fig. 4: (a) The K*K~ spectrum produced by YY 
collisions, and (b) the corresponding spectrum 
for KOK°. 

f +i "f *KK ••« * ••« 22. •«* (8) 

re*r» * "fl-nS ' ° - s k e V tMJC.L.) (9) 

where the branching ratios include both kson charge states. The Mark II group has 
made a similar study with about one-third of the luminosity of the TASS0 experiment 
and gives only the limits, 

r f. ̂ ^ • BRj, ̂  c 0.25 keV (95* C.t.) (10) 

"W KK < 0.4 keV (95Z C.L.) (11) 

The values given la (8) through (11) assume that the spin of the e is J • 2 and that 
the f * and the 6 are produced with hellclty X - 2 by real photons. The results are 
sensitive to the heliclty structure of the production reaction because the acceptance 
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of the detector* depend upon the angular distribution of the produced kaon pairs. 
If the f 1* aaauaed to be created entirely with » » 0, then the partial <ldth ob
tained by TASSO froei the thr channel would 1 0 be 0.5 l 0,1 VeV. 

A sunaury of Che reported 7' 3 0' 1 2> 1 3 BMKireoenta of the partial wldtbe of the 
2** tenaor aataon* la (Ivan In Fit,. 5; new 
remit* reported at thla conference are under- i 1—i r i HI M 1 i i 
lined In the figure. Ihe error bare are the -*- PLUTO 
reported atetiatical contrlbutlona only, eo the HUBM * v l U K ' 
icattcr in the data are an Indication of the '<CT» ^ T 1 M ( J 

level of agreement between the various expert- >e~ CB 
aence. Not* alco that all polnta, except the «. MUL 
Crystal Ball (CB) aesaurement of the f(1270), i 
asaume that the production proceaa for J • 2 l_0„, ̂  {(INPUTI 
prseeed* through hcllclty * - 2. The Cryatal . ,.„„ _-_ „, ,-i 
Bell wa» able to study the hellclty etructure t l 3 0 1 ^** *Sr 
of the process Tr*f ••* 0« 0*nd found the date j H { s 

conalftent with » • 2, although the beat fit / 
included e contribution from X - 0 of •101. / 
Thl* aultlplet i* believed to be ideally nixed ,<„.,jl'~~*~' 1*5?° .' with the f • (uu + d3)//7and the A 2 " •tunica 
(uu-d3)«T, while the V 1* the purely strange ^' S U | J J 

|**> atate. Theae quark aaalgnaenta predict Miotniirah 
that the YY partial width* of theee reaonancea perron o«W 
should be in the ratio 25:9:2. With the 
.average of the neaaured valuea of the f(1270) i i i-,, i i . . , 
aa Input, thia SU(3) prediction le ehovn in o.i i 10 
Fig. 5. Slnse the n u of the f'(1515) 1* ... r r r (IIVI „„, 

ipacTc^c^ntc-ieTir."* na^e'en » * £ J ^ l ^ ^ t L o r 
included in the figure. The agr««nt i. not £ » £ » £ ^ ° ,J £ „ « '» 
the'h&cSty acruc^e i T ^ g ^ J S . ^ . « » " > " " < " t h " « " • " " • • 
la actually remarkebly good. It ha* been argued1^ that the YY partial vldth of the 
f'(1515) 1* extreaely aenaitlve to the fraction of non-aa quark pair* in it* vave-
function. The value reported ebove place*1° an upper limit of II on Che amount of 
non-aa quark admixture* in the f(1515). 

The limit* (9) and (11) on the coupling of the 8(1650) to YY are actually not 
y*t very stringent. The branching fraction of the 6 to KK ia not known, but may be 
a* *»11 a* 10-201, while that of the f'(1515) i* probably quite large. If the 6 
1* predonlnantly a ipln-2 *• state, then it* coupling to YY would presumably be 
comparable to that of the f', The data cannot rule out a partial width T(9'»yy} of 
the order 0.1-0.2 keV. If the B la a 2 * + glue-glue resonance, then a rough estimate 
of lte width can be made by noting that the presence of two electromagnetic vertices 
In the quark loop In Fie. 2b mean* that the procesa is dominated by the u-quark. 
The rate for the decay Jgg; J - 2>+Y.Y should be of the order of that for f(1270) -» 
YY tlaee an 021 suppression factor. This latter suppression can be estimated aa the 
square root of the Zvelg factor of the t(1029), which la =100. Roughly then, 
rtlsB) J " 2 > * Y Y ) may be of order a few tantha of a keV. Thla is certainly con-
aiatent with the data. Unfortunately, It also appears to be about the **oe size as 
that far the si hypothesis. 

D. The a *"* s" Final State — The four plon final state produced by photon-photon 
collision* W** one of the first to be studied. 1 5 It was found that the cross section 
exhibits a large enhancement near o 4„ ~ l.S GeV/c^. The early data are shown in Fig. 6. Thl* enhancement wa* found to be aoitly due to e°t>" production, but the 
statistics of these dsta limited the sophistication of the analyses that could be 
done by the experimenters. The magnitude of the croas aectlon, however. Is extremely 
large for a single channel, and vector-acaon-doalnance cannot easily explain this 
affect. 1 5 

Preliminary, hlgh-atatlatlca data (70 pb" 1) have been reported at this con
ference by the TaSSO group. 1 0 The observed spectrum of events, uncorrected for 
detection efficiency or photon flux, 1* ahown in Fig. 7. High-lighted In this 
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Fig. 7: High statistic* it**-***" 
spectrum reported by TASSO, The 
curve ia a polynomial fit to the 

i 2 1 region l-» CeV/c 2 to 3.0 «eV/c 2. 
%. (SsvnZ) _ 

Fig, 6» The * «"» «" cross section 
as first observed In TT collisions. 

figure la the preaenea of a narrow peak with a aaaa of 2.10 1 0.01 SeV/c 1, and a 
Bcaaured Gauaalan width of 94 ± 21 HaV/c 2 FVStt. This letter value should be conpared 
with the Intrinsic resolution of the TAS50 detector which la -60 HeV/e* FHHM. The 
atetlstlcal significance of the signal la derived by fitting the background vith e 
polynomial aa shown In the figure. Simply counting the number of events above this 
background In the mass range 2.0-2,2 GeV/c 2 yields 342-258 - 64 events, or a 5,2 
atendard deviation affect. This la a rather conservative technique alnce it ignores 
the tails of the Brelt-Ulgner which would contribute to a elgnal derived frou a fit 
to the data. The TASSO group also catlmatea the partial width ea 

(21+1) • t • BRfrVnV) - 1.6 t 0.4 (statistical) keV (12) 
The aplu factor (see Eq. (*) and discussion) has not been determined and the detec
tion efficiency was computed by assualng that the four plana are produced according 
to phase space. The eitebllshed resonance clesast to thla peak It tha h<2040), a 
4+* stste with a • 2.040 i 0.020 and total width • ISO * 50 HeV/e' that has been 
observed7 In high-etacistles spectrometer experiments la the in, KK, and perhaps pp 
channels. Although the neaa of tha h la reasonably close to that quoted above, the 
width of the peek la the Y Y process any be conaldereUy smaller than ISO MeT/c 2. No 
limits ere given in the FDS cable for a possible decay of the h(2040) Into four 
plena. The moat direct way to resolve this poatlblllty will be to examine the 
yy" * n and KX channels la this aaaa range. The experimental resolution en the mass 
of the two-body final atate will be considerably better, bat ddi channel la compli
cated by the QED proceaa Tr~u'V" and Tf *•'• •" which are large and B U M be suppressed 
experimentally. Ho results have been reported yet. 

The TASSO group h M also done a mere detailed analysis of the complete set of 
events in Pig, 7. They find that the apeetrum below »2.0 CeV/c2 ia alnast totally 
dominated by the p V j final atate while above 2.0 GeV/c 2 the 4v final atate ia 
prevalent. Little p"i« la aeen anywhere, and the peak at 2.1 GeV/e* dees not appear 
to contain any p u'a whataoever. A two-body partial wave analyala of the p°p° spec
trum below 2,0 CcV/c* rules out oigntfleant 0" and 2" contributions, while either an 
Isotropic distribution or a combination of 0* and 2 + give equlveleatly good fita to 
the data; the limited geometrical acceptance of the detector makes It difficult to 
separate these two poaelbllitlee. A particular limit baa baan set on the production 
and decay of the 8<16S0), 

re*ry - "S*PW < u i *" i9S* " • > <13> 



The B apparently can account for no a n than about one-third of the 0°e° events 
found In the region between 1.5 CeV/c 2 and 1.9 CeV/e 2. Ibis ear be of Interest In 
light of • recently reported 1 6 observation of the decay J / e + v o ' W . the o%° s| 
tram seen In this decay Is concentrated at •asses below 2.0 CeV/c*, but Halted 
statistics prevent any detailed study of the p°p° system. Work by 
STEAK nay ultimately provide • larger data sample. 

3. Beep Inelastic ay Scattering: The Photon Structure Function 
A, Introduction — we turn now to n rather different 
view of photon-photon collisions. As nentloned In the 
opening remarks. If one of the scattered beam elec
tros* is detected at finite angles as shown in Fig. 6, 
then the nats ot the corresponding photon la not near 
sere, and some care suet be taken in writing the pro
duction cross acctlon. Particularly if (|2 _ _q2 j . 
large, than the process is sure correctly thought of 
as deep Inelastic ev scattering, where the target 
is chosen from the flux of nearly-real photons 
associated with the undetected bean electron. In a ' M O «'j»ii? 
complete analogy with deep Inelastic electron-nucleon 
scattering, the er process can be written in terms of Fig. 8i Dlagraa for the deep 
particular combinations of longitudinal and trans- inelastic scattering process 
verse structure functions that describe the unknown CY->e + hadrons. 
hadronlc vertex In Fig. 8. With the purely QED fac
tors from the upper vertex explicitly Included, we can write quite generally, 1 7 

da (ev»e + hadrons) 
dxdy Q 4 [xy 2 • Fj<x,Q 2) + ( 1 - y ) • Fj<x,Q 2>] (14) 

where x and y are the usual scaling variables. 

and, 

y - = = V - 1 - T" " "» 2<*/2) . (16) 

Formula (la) must be convoluted with spectrum of target photons to describe the over
all process ee»«e+hadrons. As in the caae of electron-nucleon scattering, the 
variable y is approximately the fractional energy lost by the detected beam electron 
and. In the parton model, x Is the momentum fraction of the target psrton struck by 
the high Q 2 probe. In this case the target parton Is quite literally a constituent 
of a reel photon. Before discussing the physics In Eq. (14) we.note that in experi
ments done to dste the factor xy 2, which la proportional to elnz(e/2), la small com
pered to (1-y). At the level of statistics currently available, the observed cross 
section Is sensitive only to FJ. Experimenters have ao far Ignored the contribution 
of Fj and cave used measurements of the cross section to extract Fj. 

The function Fjd.Q 2) has the well-known interpretation as the momentum and 
charge weighted distribution of fc-rd constituents Is the target photon, la the 
absence of gluoo bremstxahlung, the slmpleat dlagraa is shown in Fig. 9 with, 

r'vt.P2) - x • £ 'I ' Utorf) • 4(x,QZ)] . (17) 
q ' 

The charge of the struck quark Is e„. and q(x, which describes the dlaassoclatlon 
of the target photon Into qq, also contains a factor of e±. To see the form that 
q(«,Q2) will take, first consider the purely (JED process ev-»e+ll. this la des
cribed by Fig. 9 with the quark-antlquaik pair replaced by a lepton p*l«. The 
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distribution of Uptons In * photon, Kx.Q2), la just 
•*. u » > < > double-peaked function that describes 

(18) iOc.02) - * • [ x 2 + ( 1 - x ) 2 ] • to 4 

•5 
Shown in Fig, 10 ara Maiurenanta nadi by PLUTO 1 , and 
CELLO 1 2 of tbt liptonle structurs function of the 
photon. Hie data agree well with the elople form ' 
taflled by (17) and O S ) . 

, at ern 

Pig. 91 Qusrlt-pirtsn 
aodel for the hedroalc 

i l a Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 10: Laptonlc structure function of the 
photon. The curve* are QjED calculations. 

8, Hadronle Structure of the Photon — It 1* clear that the ouerk-parton wdel pre
diction for the hadronlc structure function F | la given by Boa, (17) and (18) with 
the lepton sail replaced by the appropriate quirk assies, 

'J * * ' f * £ *\ ' « ' t»2 + a-*)2] • in 4 (19) 

vhere a color factor of 3 has been Included. Ihia corresponds to the siaeleet point-
like behavior — the photon enter* directly Into the hard-scattering proceae aa in 
Fig. 9. By contrast, if the photon behave* strictly aa a hedren (VDH), then inatead 
of riling at large x, ve vsuld expect FJ to fall with Increasing x as nuclear struc
ture functions axe known to do. One eatlaate17 gives 

rl (ran) «o.u • a-x) (20) 

Equations (19) and (20) are coapaTCd in Fig. 11. and are seen to be drastically dif
ferent for x 10.2. the real interest in neanweaent* of V] steas fr«a the fast 
that, at large Q* and B and for s t 0.9, the hadronlc (e.g., VJH) contributions to 
F| arc expected to be snail, thus possibly, allowing perturbatlve QCD calculatloaa to 
aueeessfully describe the deviations of F« fron the staple Born psrten nedel pre
diction. Leading-log calculations havs been coMpleted" and astlmatea of the next 
order contributions have also bean aade." The leading-log calculation gives (for 
light quark contributions) 

(21) fjfr.q2) • h(x) • In 4 
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where A la the scale parameter of QCD. The 
function h(x) la quite elatlar to the parzan 
aodel prediction, but differs at large x 
where glqon breascrahlung softens the spec
trum of quatka In the photon, the function 
(21) la shovn in Fig. 11 for Q 2 • 3 GeV 2 

and the relatively large value A * 500 MeV. 
For analler valuaa of the QCD predict.;->n 
is closer to the parton model curve. 
Rotlce thit Fl In (21) exhibits an explicit 
scale breaking • In Q 2. For heavier quarks 
(e.g., chsra) It is probably aore correct 
to use the parton model torn In **/•?.• but 
an exact treatoeut of the threshold Baa not 
been given. 

the earliest aeasuienent of F| was Bade 1 2 

by theFLOTO collaboration. The scattered bean 
electrons vera detected In electromagnetic 
calorimeters arrayed along the bean line and 
covering the angular range between 100 arad 
and 250 ared. Only events with »0.75 GeV of 
energy visible la the remainder of the detec
tor Here used in the aeasurement. The pub
lished results, baaed on 2500 nb , are shown 

12. What is 
averaged ov 
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GeV: 
In Fig, H . Nhst is shown is the velue of 
F?(x,q2) averaged over the range 1< q 2 < 15 ue«j 
the average value <Q2> for these data is 5 GeV'. 
The lowest order (L,0,) QCD prediction for this 
rsnge of Q« la shown In the figure for ^ -
200 HeV, and the higher order expectation Is 
given far A Q « 2 0 0 MeV. Hotlce that these com
putations vers dene with different rcnornallca-
tioo scheaes, so the H.O. curve cannot be 
directly coopered vlth the L.0. one. The QCD 
scale has essentially been adjusted In each 
ease to fit the data. A major uncertainty 
In these data arises because the aaas H aust 
be reconstructed from the hadronlc ayatea 
that is seen in the central part of the 
detector. Sine* all detectors have Halted 
geometrical acceptance, only a "visible" W 
Is measured and It Is necessary to unfold 
"true f r o a "vis u l e h * O B d * l 'or the produc
tion of the nadrcAle system. The PLUTO 

Fig. 11: Comparison of the hadronlc 
Structure function of the photon as 
expected fron three different models 
of the photon. The QCD curve Is the 
leading-log prediction for A • 
500 MeV. 
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Fig. 12: F|(x) averaged over 
1< Q 2 <IS GeV 2 measured by PLUTO. 
The turves labeled QCD also in
clude the TOM contribution. 

analysis vas dona by generating qq pairs 
<Fig. 9} and then decaying the hadronlc sys
tem according to a phase-space nodel with 
llmited-pt about the qq direction in the TV 
CMS. The final raeulta are claimed to be 
insensitive to the details of thla aodel. 
Despite this problem, these data are clearly Inconsistent with the VDM prediction, 
and Indicate that a reel photon contains a considerable component of lerge x con
stituent >. 

Preliminary. higher-statistics data were presented at thla conference by the 
CELLO 1 2 and JADE" collaborations. These groups have net attaapted to unfold the 
true x distribution from the observed events, but instead have conpared various 
Monte Carlo calculations to the raw data. These are shown la Figs. IS and 14. 
The CELLO data correspond to. 11.2 pb-J vlth an average <Q2> » 8.4 GsV 2, while the 
JADE results are from 20 pb~ l with «?> •" 23 GeV 2. the Q 2 values differ because 
the two experiments had different acceptances for the scattered bean electrons. 
Both measurements were made by requiring u ^ , > 1 GeT, and since «»!, - q 2 / ^ + »$£,) 
then the higher Q 2 data from JADE are peaked at higher x v l , than the CELLO data. 
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Fig, 13! Distribution in jt vj 4 of events 
•ten by the CELLO detector. The curve! 
are predictions for (I) the Q M , (ii) a 
eenblnaclon of QCD for (u,d,a) quarks 
and the QPS for the charm quark, and 
(111) QCD for all quark species. The 
three cases are Independently normalised 
to the data. 

50 

.' 85 -

: A 
\> JA0£ 

\ \ 
\ v 

V • 

\ V -

0.* 1.0 

Fig. 14: Distribution i„ ic,^ of 
events sees by the JADE detector. 
The solid curve is the prediction of 
a second order QCD calculation with 
jfcjj - 200 Hev. The upper dashed 
curve i* the same calculation dose 
with Agj • 100 Hev, and the lover 
curve corresponds to Agj • 
400 Kev, 

The CELLO data In Fig. 13 are compared with the shapes expected from the parton 
•odel (Eq. (19)), the lowest order QCD calculation (£q. (21)), and a combination in 
vhleh the contribution of the chars quark Is taken from (19) and the light quarks 
are treated vith (21). In all cases the curves are normalised to the data. The 
shapes of the distributions are not very different. The absolute normaliiation, 
however, of the QCD prediction la determined by the value of A and these data a n 
consistent with values 0.1 < A L O '0.2. Ihe sensitivity of ?J to the value of n 
la shown Bore directly in Eig. 14. Here the JADE data are coopered for three dif
ferent values of A55 with a QCD calculation that Includes terms « In (lnQvAfgjg)), 
A fit to the data for X , 1 B > 0.4 gives, 

A5s ' °' 2 2 3>!OT ** (22) 

It ehov.ld be noted that In these calculations, the chars quark use treated as a 
light quark. If (19) Is used Instead of (21) for the charm quark, then the value of 
Ajjj- from the JADE data becomes" 0.1B - a change of about 201. 

Fig. IS: The JADE data binned in 0*. Only events with xv±t > 0.3 
have been Included In this slot. The curve is the In Q 2 behavior 
expected from point-like constituent* in the photos. 
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A second distinctive feature of both the parton nodal and OCB la that FJ la 
expected to be proportional to In Q* (at fixed x), rather than vanish like a power 
of l/(ln Q*) u do structure functions of nucleans. The JADE data, blnnej in Q 2 pnd 
averaged ever the region Xyf, > 0.3, are shewn In Tig. IS and are seen to be consis
tent irtth the expected point-like behavior. The PLUTO realties were a'sc a m < M i , ! 

In this vay and found to display this property. 
C. Promise and Problem of Peep Inelastic at Scattering — The date above represent 
a relatively email amount of lusrtnnstty end It can 6s exported that. In c«e ne»r 
future, data samples 4-10 times as large will be svailnble. At that tine measure-
nents of the photon structure functions will no longer be statistics United. 3n 
principle, this could beeeae a very sensitive ws> of determining the QCD scale param
eter A In whatever renonulieatlnn scheme Is desired. There are. however, sev-<-al 
serious chotaclcal and experimental problems, seen of which have s^TMdy heen 
alluded to in the above discussion of data. Firstly, it hasn't been proven yet that 
the perturbatlvt QCD series converges anywhere in x. It is known that for * < 0.3 
the lowest order QCD prediction is onetable, thus indicating that wm-pcrturbarive 
contributions are important In that region, also values of x very near 1.0 cor
respond to the lowest V values and various thres , effects sot described by 
perturbative diagrams become important.23 Second./, there is no proper treatment 
yet of the heavier quarks. As nocai above, the value of % j - derived froa the JADE 
data changes by «201 when the contribution of the charm que"* is evaluated w'rh rh« 
parton model instead of QCD. 

On the experimental side the*e should be BOBS concern that events with invariant 
masses aa low as 1 CeV/c^ are included In the measurements of FJ. Indeed, the 
measurements are dominated by invariant masses between 1 and 3 GeV7e2. It could be 
expected that contribution! from resonances snd thresholds will be suppressed at 
large q 2, but this is somewhat dangerous. It must be noted that some discrepancies 
exist between the observed invariant mass distributions snd those predicted by tha 
QCD Monte Carlos used by the experimenters. This is particularly true In the CELLO 
data 1 2 which is at • lower Q 2 than the JADE results. But certainly the most im
portant task feeing the experimentalists is en successfully unfold the true x dis
tributions from the observed events. The problem is that events produced At low x, 
where perturbative QCD calculations are unreliable, are shifted to larger x v i s when 
part at the final state is missed by the detector (xvis * Q*/(Q + w vis')- The un-
fjld procedure will always have aone Inherent model dependence. This can be avoided 
by detecting both scattered beam electrons, but ev»nt yields are then reduced. 

4. Conclusions — I vculd like to conclude by noting that phntnn-nhoton physics has 
become s standard feature :>1 the elementary particle nhyslcs landscape. The topics 
included in O l a talk are suite divergent in character, vet center on our under
standing of the strong interaction snd hadronic structure. Study of the spectrum nf 
resonant states produced by yv collisions Is by now an old same, b'it always with new 
and useful results. It slso seems clear that, when viewed as a particle in its own 
right, the photon displays • structure chat is remarkably point-like even at modest 
Q 2. we should expect, then, that PEP and WTRA will continue to be « ell»nt places 
to study this physics. 
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